Nanostraw—Electroporation System for Highly Efficient Intracellular Delivery and Transfection
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ABSTRACT Nondestructive introduction of genes, proteins, and small molecules into mammalian cells with high efficiency is a challenging, yet critical, process. Here we demonstrate a simple nanoelectroporation platform to achieve highly efficient molecular delivery and high transfection yields with excellent uniformity and cell viability. The system is built on alumina nanostraws extending from a track-etched membrane, forming an array of hollow nanowires connected to an underlying microfluidic channel. Cellular engulfment of the nanostraws provides an intimate contact, significantly reducing the necessary electroporation voltage and increasing homogeneity over a large area. Biomolecule delivery is achieved by diffusion through the nanostraws and enhanced by electrophoresis during pulsing. The system was demonstrated to offer excellent spatial, temporal, and dose control for delivery, as well as providing high-yield cotransfection and sequential transfection.
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Introduction of small molecules, proteins, and genetic material across the cell membrane with high efficiency is a challenging, yet critical, technique in biological and medical research.1–4 Chemical (lipofectamine,5 cationic polymers6) and biological reagents (cell penetrating peptides,7 viral vectors8) are widely used to enhance material transport across cell membranes, yet these methods are often limited by the low efficiency of plasmid delivery into many cell types due to plasmid degradation or safety concerns.1,3,9,10 Rather than rely on biochemical processes and the accompanying endosomal degradation complications, more direct approaches to physically breach the cell membrane have been developed, the most common of which is electroporation. Transfection by electroporation relies on applied electrical fields to create transient holes in cell membranes and drive biomolecules into the cytosol.11–15 While conventional bulk electroporation is suitable for the treatment of a large number of cells at once, it must be performed at high voltage with cells in suspension and requires a considerable quantity of reagents. High cell viability and uniform transfection are difficult to achieve because of inhomogeneities of the electric field across each particular cell.9,16 Lee and co-workers have developed electroporation devices based on cells supported on porous membranes to improve the uniformity of the electric field across the cells.17,18 These are performed by sandwiching the cells between two porous sheets and applying suction. However, nonuniform cell-to-substrate contact reduces the transfection yield for a given cell viability.17,19 Recently, significant progress has been made using nanomaterial platforms for intracellular delivery. Direct cell membrane penetration by small-diameter nanowires may serve as universal platforms for introducing biomolecules into a broad range of cell types, and can be performed in parallel for a large number of cells.20–23 Yet, even in this case, the stochastic nature of cell penetration24,25 and molecular elution from the nanomaterials complicate control over the temporal and dose of delivered biomolecules. We recently reported a nanostraw (hollow nanowire) platform that provides excellent time-resolved and spatially controlled intracellular access relying on the
spontaneous penetration of small diameter (~100 nm) nanostraws into cells.26 However, the DNA plasmid transfection efficiency is generally low (~10%). Moreover, the nanostraw–cytoplasm connection remains open after the penetration event. Although such stable fluidic interfaces are favorable in terms of temporal control of delivery, the biological behavior could be influenced due to protein and ion leakage through these channels.

Here we show a nanoelectroporation system for efficient intracellular delivery and transfection with high cell viability based on nanostraws (Figure 1a,b). Due to the close interface between the cell membrane and each nanostraw, the electric field is localized, inducing transient membrane permeability only over a small area. The uniform contact geometry also reduces the variability of the local voltage, so that a larger fraction of cells are porated at a particular voltage, with less cell death. Short duration (20–200 μs) electrical pulses with low voltage (5–20 V) can serve as a valve to open the cell membrane and drive biomolecules into the cytoplasm. Because the electroporated region is coincident with the reagents delivered from the nanostraws, this may increase the efficiency of biomolecules bypassing the porated cell membrane compared to conventional electroporation (Supporting Information, Figure S1).

Results from nanostraw electroporation show highly efficient dye delivery (>95%) and plasmid transfection (~81%) into Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO), as well as Human Embryonic Kidney (HEK) 293T cells (plasmid transfection ~67%), all with high cell viability (>98%). In addition to spatial and temporal control, the system offers dose control, high-yield cotransfection (simultaneous transfection of two or more DNA plasmids) and sequential transfection (transfection of one or more types of DNA plasmids on different days). The versatility, efficiency, and uniformity of the nanostraw-electroporation system serve as a powerful and reliable platform for high-throughput intracellular delivery and transfection.

RESULTS

Nanostraws were fabricated as described previously.26 Briefly, 20 nm thick aluminum oxide was deposited on all the surfaces of a track-etched polycarbonate membrane with atomic layer deposition (ALD). The top alumina layer was removed with a reactive ion etch, and the exposed polymer was selectively oxygen etched to reveal the alumina nanostraws (Supporting Information, Figure S2). Typical nanostraw has 250 nm diameters and 1.5 μm height (Figure 2a). These nanostraws show close contact with the cell membrane but were too large to spontaneously penetrate the cell.26 Typical nanostraw number densities were 0.2 straws/μm², which is roughly 10–50 straws/cell for adhered CHO or HEK 293 cells (Figure 2b).

The electroporation device architecture is shown in Figure 1a. The nanostraw membrane is integrated between a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic channel and a second PDMS layer with a cell culture well. Indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass underneath the microfluidic channel serves as the bottom electrode, and a Pt electrode placed in the cell culture well serves as the top electrode. As illustrated in Figure 1b, the electrical field is generated between the ITO coated glass and Pt electrode and passes through each nanostraw. Biomolecular delivery through nanostraws into electroporated cells is regulated by controlling the solution composition in the microfluidic channel. Biomolecular transport through the straws and across cell membranes is driven by diffusion and also the applied electric field during electroporation. Cells are cultured in a routine manner on top of the nanostraw membrane. CHO cells spread and proliferate on the nanostraws in similar fashion to cells on flat membranes, and engulf the nanostraws based on SEM imaging (Figure 2c,d).

Experimentally, we evaluated whether propidium iodide (PI), a membrane-impermeable fluorescent DNA intercalator, or a plasmid (pRFP) encoding red fluorescent protein (RFP) would enter CHO cells by nanostraw-electroporation. Note, these molecules normally are unable to penetrate the plasma membrane and enter the cytosol without facilitating transport agents. In initial experiments, CHO cells were grown on the nanostraw membrane for 24 h and then examined whether electroporation could lead to the efficient delivery of PI. After filling the underlying microfluidic channel with 0.1 mg/mL PI dye, 200 pulses of 20 V with 200 μs duration time (denoted as 20 V/200 μs/200 pulses) were applied.
followed by a 5 min waiting period to allow PI dye to enter the cell. To avoid signal artifacts through nonspecific cellular uptake and absorption of PI dye, the fluidic channel and cell culture well were each rinsed three times and replaced with new media after the incubation period. Fluorescent microscopy showed that the PI dye was delivered into more than 95% of the cells within 5 min (Figure 3a), and only cells positioned over the microfluidic channel received PI dye (Supporting Information, Figure S3a–c). This spatial selectivity confirms that only local nanoelectroporation occurs rather than bulk electroporation throughout the medium. Cell viability was greater than 95% after the delivery (Figure 3b). The long-term cell viability after electroporation was also evaluated without delivery of PI dye, because PI dye is cytotoxic for cells after 24 h. Results show that the cell viability (98%) three days after electroporation with (20 V/200 μs/200 pulses) were similar compared to cells cultured on nanostraws without electroporation (Supporting Information, Figure S4a,b), demonstrating that nanostraw-mediated electroporation is minimally disruptive. Cell viability remained high even after much stronger electrical pulsing (30 V/200 μs/200 pulses), or 15× dose with 3000 pulses of (20 V/200 μs; Figure 3c), suggesting the typical electroporation conditions were not general cytotoxic.

We next examined whether nanostraw-mediated electroporation could deliver larger biochemically active molecules such as plasmids without disrupting normal cell function. Similar to the PI experiments, after introducing 0.08 μg/μL of a pRFP into the microfluidic channel, applying (20 V/200 μs/200 pulses), and allowing 24 h for DNA expression, 81% of CHO cells showed positive pRFP transfection signals (Figure 3d), with a cell viability of 98%. HEK 293 cells were also successfully transfected with an efficiency of 67% by applying similar plasmid concentrations and pulsing conditions used for the transfecting CHO cells (Supporting Information, Figure S5a).

To assess the specificity of our nanostraw device, we conducted experiments on cells cultured on 250 nm nanostraw membranes without electroporation. The results showed that a 250 nm nanostraw device without electroporation was neither able to deliver PI dye into cells (Supporting Information, Figure S5b) nor able to transfect cells with pRFP (Figure 3e), even with plasmid concentrations 10-fold higher (1 μg/μL). As a further control, we also attempted electroporation of cells cultured on the nanoporous membranes but without nanostraws. Intriguingly, electroporation through the porous membranes was capable of delivering PI dye into cells with moderate yield (Supporting Information, Figure S5c) but pRFP transfection efficiency was less than 20% (Figure 3f). The much larger molecular weight of the plasmid (~5000 bp construct, 3 × 10^6 Da) compared to PI dye (molecule weight ~ 700 Da) and the resulting lower diffusion rate may explain this observation. Even with higher voltages (60 V/200 μs/200 pulses), longer pulses (20 V/2 ms/200 pulses), or higher plasmid concentration (0.5 μg/μL), no transfection efficiencies greater than 40% were observed, while cell viability decreased rapidly. These experiments suggest that the close interface between cell membranes and nanostraws is the key for effective and safe electroporation.

Although a moderate voltage (20 V/200 μs/200 pulses) was used for most experiments, lower voltages and shorter duration pulses (6 V/20 μs/2000 pulses) were also sufficient to achieve successful pRFP transfection (71%)

**Figure 2.** Cells cultured on nanostraws. (a, b) SEM images of nanostraw membranes. Typically the nanostraws have a diameter of 250 nm and the nanostraw array density is about 0.2 straws/μm². (c) False color SEM images of CHO cells cultured on nanostraw membrane for 24 h and (d) close cell membrane–nanostraw interfaces.
to CHO cells using nanostraw-electroporation (Supporting Information, Figure S5d), while electroporation using a flat porous substrate failed to show any transfection signals. The trade-off between delivery efficiency and cell viability is thus not that severe over a range of voltages as a result of the more intimate contact between the cell membrane and the nanostraw.

The formation of transient cell membrane pores after electroporation followed by self-healing is highly preferable for intracellular delivery. We hypothesized that our nanostraw—electroporation system would serve as a “valve”, opening transient pores during poration, followed by membrane resealing after removal of the voltage. Several recent experiments using electroporation for electrophysiological measurements have observed similar phenomena. We tested this concept by assessing whether PI dye, added into the microfluidic channel 10 s or 10 min after electroporation resulted in no PI delivered, which confirmed cell membrane resealing within 10 min after electroporation. In (a–h), cell nuclei were labeled with hoechst 33342 (blue) to facilitate identification. Scale bar: 50 μm.

Figure 3. PI delivery and pRFP transfection. (a, b) Delivery of PI dye (red) into live CHO cells (green) with >95% efficiency. (c) Cell viability in 3 days after electroporation at different pulse numbers and voltages was evaluated (pulse duration time: 200 μm; frequency: 20 Hz). (d) pRFP transfection with high efficiency. A total of 81% of CHO cells showed positive pRFP transfection (red) after 24 h. (e) No pRFP transfection was observed when using nanostraws without electroporation. (f) Localized electroporation with porous membranes without nanostraws yielded a low efficiency of pRFP transfection (<20%). (g) Adding PI dye 10 s after electroporation yielded positive delivery signals, while (h) adding PI dye 10 min after electroporation resulted in no PI delivered, which confirmed cell membrane resealing within 10 min after electroporation.
any fluorescence (Figure 3h). Similar results were observed on delivery of pRFP (Supporting Information, Figure S5e,f), confirming that in this system, the cell membrane reseals within 10 min after electroporation.

In experiments where the PI dye or plasmid was introduced even 10 s after electroporation, the efficiency and fluorescence level of delivered PI dye or pRFP transfection was much lower compared to experiments where PI and plasmid were present during electroporation, suggesting either rapid membrane closure or electrokinetic delivery during poration. Indeed, transfection efficiency decreased dramatically if electrode polarity was reversed during electroporation (Supporting Information, Figure S6a/c). These observations suggest that the electric field not only plays an essential role for cell membrane penetration, but assists in the transport of biomolecules.

In addition to excellent capabilities for spatial and temporal control, we were keen to explore whether nanostraw-mediated electroporation could also be used to control plasmid dosage and expression levels. This was examined by adjusting the concentration of added plasmid (Figure 4a) or the number of applied pulses (Figure 4b). Here, we assessed the dose–response relationship of transfection efficiency (number of transfected cells) and cell viability, as well as gene expression level (by measuring RFP fluorescent intensity), in terms of plasmid concentration used and the number of pulses applied. At (20 V/200 μs), as concentration increased from 0 to 0.08 μg/μL, or pulse number increased from 0 to 200, transfection efficiency increased in a monotonic manner 24 h post electroporation, implying that nanostraw electroporation can be used to deliver a controlled and reasonably uniform amount of genetic material. However, the toxicity of DNA at higher dose limited cellular viability and by extension, transfection efficiency. Gene expression levels and cell viability 3 days after transfection were evaluated as well (Supporting Information, Figure S7a,b). High cell viability after transfection was maintained at low gene expression level when a low dose of plasmid (<0.08 μg/μL or <400 pulses) was delivered. However, at higher doses, gene overexpression leads to low cell viability after transfection (Supporting Information, Figure S7c,d).

Techniques for cotransfection of two or more DNA plasmid or RNA are critical when the simultaneous expression of several genes is needed. However, 1:1 cotransfection to the same recipient cell is challenging with conventional techniques (lipofectamine, viral delivery, bulk electroporation) due to their stochastic nature. We thus evaluated whether cells can be efficiently cotransfected with two different plasmids, one encoding RFP and a second green fluorescent protein (pGFP; Figure 4c–e). The fluorescent intensities of GFP and RFP inside each cell were highly

Figure 4. Dose control, cotransfection, and sequential transfection. pRFP transfection efficiency and cell viability controlled by (a) plasmid concentration and (b) pulse number. (c–e) Simultaneous transfection of (c) pRFP (red) and (d) pGFP (green) into the same cells with high efficiency. (e) Merged image demonstrating colocalization of RFP and GFP. (f–h) Sequential transfection of (f) pRFP (red) and (g) pGFP (green) with a 24 h interval. (h) Merged images show simultaneous RFP and GFP expression (74%), although their intensities are uncorrelated. In (c–h), cell nuclei were labeled with hoechst 33342 (blue) to facilitate identification. Scale bar: 50 μm.
correlated with each other, showing that both plasmids were delivered in equal quantities into each single cell (Supporting Information, Figure S8a).

Sequential transfection is also important when periodic transfection is required, or when the knockdown of pre-expressed signals is needed. However, a high degree of sequential transfection efficiency is very difficult to achieve with most traditional techniques. To determine the potential of our system as a tool for sequential transfection, we evaluated the delivery of pRFP and pGFP to the same cells within a 24 h interval. After 24 h of further incubation, 74% of the cells coexpressed RFP and GFP (Figure 4f–h). The fluorescent intensity of RFP and GFP in the same cell was uncorrelated (Supporting Information, Figure S8b) showing cell access over this time period consisted of two independent events.

The nanostraw membranes can be easily implemented for biological use based on their simple architecture and fabrication. For example, the nanostraw membrane can combined with commercial transwell-style dishes, which can be inserted into typical cell culture dishes with an accompanying ITO disk. Perhaps, most importantly, a large quantity of cells can be transfected in parallel with uniform results, allowing facile transformation on a simple Petri-style dish. Currently it is difficult to clean and reuse these devices, however, given the inexpensive nature of a single device, this does not appear necessary.

CONCLUSION

In summary, nanostraw devices can be used as a practical, safe, and effective electroporation system. Low-voltage electric pulses are sufficient to serve as a valve, enabling transient access into the cytosol. This system successfully delivers membrane-impermeable dyes and plasmids in a parallel fashion over large areas, while maintaining high cell viability. Highly effective cotransfection and sequential transfection were also demonstrated, which are difficult to achieve with conventional delivery methods. In addition to the delivery of plasmid and dye molecules shown in this work, the system can be easily extended to deliver other biomolecules, such as peptides, RNA, and proteins, and the required amount of biochemical may be reduced because the electroporated region is coincident with the reagents delivered from the nanostraws. The platform itself is highly practical and can be easily produced in large quantities. Studies with additional cell types are necessary to prove the universality of cellular transfection with this method, yet the success of other nanowire systems on diverse cell types is highly encouraging.

METHODS

Fabrication. Nanostraw membrane fabrication: track-etched polycarbonate membrane (Maine Manufacturing, 2 × 10^7 pores/cm² and pore size 250 nm) were coated with alumina by atomic layer deposition (ALD, TMA, H₂O, Cambridge Nanotech) using the well-established trimethyl-aluminum (AlMe₃/H₂O) ALD process. To achieve conformal coverage over high aspect ratio nanopores, pulse cycles of 0.015 s (precursor exposure time), 60 s (time that precursors were retained in the ALD chamber), and 60 s (N₂ purge time) were used for both AlMe₃ and H₂O pulses. Normally 100 pulse cycles give 20 nm thick Al₂O₃ film. In the second step, alumina on the top surface of polycarbonate membrane was selectively etched with a gas flow composition of 30 sccm O₂, 40 sccm BC₃, and 5 sccm Ar at ECR 300 W and RF 60 W. In the third step, polycarbonate membrane was selectively etched with 30 sccm O₂ at ECR 200 W and RF 60 W to expose the alumina straw.

Microfluidic Assembly and Device Making. Microfluidic devices were prepared with PDMS elastomer and cross-linker (Sylgard 184, Dow Coming). Before device assembly, nanostraw membranes and PDMS layers were treated with oxygen plasma at 100 W for 20 s. Immediately after plasma treatment, the bottom PDMS layer which contained the microfluidic channel was placed on top of a ITO-coated glass slide. The nanostraw membrane was placed over the microfluidic channel, and the PDMS layers were pressed together and cured at 95 °C for 30 min to complete PDMS assembly. To prepare devices for cell culture, the microfluidic devices were sterilized with UV light for 30 min, followed by overnight incubation with poly-L-lysine solution before cell plating.

Cell Culture. CHO-K1, Human Embryonic Kidney 293T cells (HEK 293) were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% antibiotics at 37 °C and 5% CO₂. Normally cells were cultured for 12–24 h before electroporation and delivery experiments.

SEM. Samples were characterized using SEM. For cell samples, specimens were prepared by Critical Point Dry (CPD) process before imaging. Typically samples were rinsed with PBS and then fixated with 2% glutaraldehyde solution for 30 min, followed by 3 washes in cacodylate buffer at pH 7.4. The cells were then labeled with osmium tetroxide in order to improve contrast, then gradually transferred to ethanol, and finally critical point dried. Samples were sputter-coated with gold–palladium and imaged in SEM.

Plasmid. The pmCherry-C1 plasmid (Clontech) encoding for Red Fluorescent Protein (RFP), and the pEGFP-C1 plasmid encoding for the enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) (Clontech) were propagated in competent NEB 10-Beta competent Escherichia coli. The plasmid was extracted and purified using the PureLink HiPure Plasmid Filter Maxiprep Kit (Invitrogen). Plasmids were dissolved with distilled water.

Electroporation and Delivery. PI dye delivery: platinum electrode was placed in the cell medium serving as cathode and ITO glass underneath microfluidic channel served as anode. 0.1 mg/mL PI dye (dissolved in PBS) was injected into the microfluidic channel. Pulses of (20 V/200 μs/20 Hz/200 pulses) were then applied, followed by incubation at 37 °C for 5 min to allow the entering of PI dye into cells. After that, cell medium was replaced with new medium and microfluidic channel was rinsed with PBS three times before imaging.

Plasmid transfection: platinum electrode was placed in the cell medium serving as anode and ITO glass underneath microfluidic channel served as cathode. Typically, 0.01–0.3 μg/μL plasmid (dissolved in DI water) was injected into the microfluidic channel. Pulses of 20 V/200 μs/20 Hz/200 pulses were then applied. After 1 h, plasmid solution in microfluidic channel was replaced with fresh medium. Cells were incubated for 24–72 h for gene expression.

For cell viability experiments, cells were stained with hoechst 33342 to label all the cell nucleus and stained with calcein AM to label all the live cells. In some experiments, ethidium homodimer was used to label dead cells. Transfection efficiency was calculated by counting the number percentage
of positive transfected cells over the total cells (including both live and dead cells).

For low voltage electroporation/transfection experiment, most of procedures were the same except that the applied pulse used 6 V/20 μs/20 Hz/2000 pulses. At this 6 V and 20 μs electroporation condition, cells can survive for ≈2000 pulses. For cotransfection experiment, 0.05 μg/μL RFP plasmid and 0.05 μg/μL GFP plasmid were added into the microfluidic channel at the same time, followed by electroporation. For sequential transfection experiment, cells were electroporated and with 0.05 μg/μL pRFP on the first day, followed by second electroporation and transfection with 0.05 μg/μL pGFP on the second day. Cells were incubated for another 24 h for gene expressing.

Microscopy. Axiovert 200 M platform (Zeiss) with filter sets 10 and 0 (Zeiss) and Ex120 long wave light source (X-cite) were used to take the epifluorescence microscope images.
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